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Meet us at the international Digital Lingerie & Swim Fairs
in 2021...
BreastSoothing preview

Dear Customer,
MUEHLMEIER wishes you confidence, sustainable big turnover and fulfilment in 2021. We are
looking forward to an inspiring and productive cooperation with you, stimulating our role as
"Undy-professionals".
Physical fairs are still not happening. To keep in touch effectively, we kindly invite you to
visit our dig ital booths .

Please save the date for following dig ital fairs:
Interfiliere Connect
Premiere Vision Digital Show
Lingerie X Curve Connect New York

15.02.2021 – 26.02.2021
15.02.2021 – 19.02.2021
16.02.2021 – 22.02.2021

Ask us for a personal consulting meeting via Zoom:

Schedule a meeting

Following please find a preview what MUEHLMEIER
BreastSoothing will focus on:

M-BraCups: „Friendly to your skin and
our planet“
Discover the benefits of the new toxin-free M-iFoam Padding
out of revolutionary MDI foam…

„Airy Feeling… light pricing“
The new M-SPACER BraCups: the highly demanded, new Airy
SPACER Cups for the modern Bra…

„Boost your green competitive edge“
MUEHLMEIERs sustainable ECO-friendly BraCups give you wide
scope for differentiation by offering your customer a true added
value…

“New Sensuality”
Discover the playful and sexy SPACER range expansion:
New Jacquard patterns and transparent M-SPACER BraCups...

„Take advantage of proven cup shapes
w/o MOQ“
Muehlmeiers iconic NOS B raCup Selection is regularly in stock
in standard colours for a quick delivery.
Minimum order quantity is 10 pairs each size. Available online at
www.muehlmeier.eu

Benefit from customer-friendly support:
“Convenient sample ordering”
Visit our Online-Shop at www.muehlmeier.eu for samples and
small bulk orders. The order platform for small producers,
wedding dress studios, start-ups and designers.

„Let’s get together via Zoom“
We are there for you in interconnected meetings via Zoom.
Get in touch and schedule your personal appointment with our expert Tamás Bödöcs:
Phone No.: +49 9635 9219-27
E-mail: tamas.bodocs@muehlmeier.eu

Schedule a meeting

Keep up high spirits. See you soon.
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